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ICONIC SOFAS
A CURATED SELECTION OF THE MOST ICONIC PIECES



 

The most seasoned product throughout the entire
existence of furniture is a declaration of specialized
change and ways of life. The sofa is a product that
addresses craftsman expertise and modern capacity, it
has been for a long time a symbol of upper-class homes,
it was, especially in the last part of the 20th century, the
object that allowed better research into the different
materials, measured quality and techniques. 
Sofas are necessary furniture in modern homes; aside
from their functionality, it is also considered as a
centerpiece of the house which completes the overall
look and ambiance of the house.  
So, with all Sofas being such a fundamental piece here
is a rundown of some of Covet House´s most iconic
sofas by brand.
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 Cloud Sofa by Circu

 

 Circu is constantly bring us new and fun products
and this special and magical Sofa designed by
Circu is no exception, this Sofa came to Circu
based on Pixar´s short film inspiration.
It´s a modern and sophisticated look on this
Sofa, that looks great in a neutral toned
ambience and brings a sense of uniqueness
into a house division, so if fun, modern and
different I something you are looking for Circu
is the brand that delivers that different touch.
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Cloud Sofa is inspired by Pixar’s short film and it's the
perfect item for any bedroom and any other division with its
modern cloud-shaped form. Every detail of this piece brings
a touch of magic to any room and creates an illusion and
sensation of levity in anyone who tries it.
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IMPERFECTIO MPODULAR SOFA BY BOCA DO LOBO

Boca Do Lobo is a well-known brand for its
greatness and exclusivity, so when they launched
their Imperfectio modular sofa it´s impossible to
stay indifferent, the sofa speaks for itself, it´s the
perfect piece a luxurious and refined living room
environment, it´s a piece of art, that places the
brand once gain in the top of the luxurious
furniture market. 
.

 

The Imperfectio Modular Sofa is the expression of
unexpected aesthetic, the appeal of that which is authentic
art that is truer to life. Imperfectio Sofa praises artisanal
work as the ultimate form of functional yet exclusive design.
Imperfectio modular sofa is composed of a linear L-shaped
sofa paired with upholstered ottoman. 
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Hera Two Round Sofa by Brabbu Design Forces
 

Brabbu brought to us the Hera Two round
Sofa, it´s inspiration is based in the ancient
Greek characters to life, with it´s distinctive
shape this piece brings sophistication to every
living space, it translates of feeling of classical
and also modern look at the same time, it will
surely become a focusing point in the house..

 

Drawing inspiration from the iconic Hera Temple, the HERA
Two Round Sofa brings ancient Greek character to modern
spaces. This sofa is perfect for a living room setting,
becoming the accent furniture item that will elevate any
style. Fully upholstered in twill, the HERA Two Round Sofa
will set the design tone for every living room it is in. 
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Gommosa Modular Sofa by CaffeLatte
 

The brand CaffeLatte transmits to us a totally
different feeling, not only for it´s color palets,
that focus on the creamn and neutral tones,
but not only different for its colors but also
buy its trendy shapes that becomes clear with
this modular Sofa; comfort and calm are some
of the definitions for this Sofa, its curved
shapes bring the excitement and invitaiton to
sit on this Sofa.

 

Café Gommosa is an energizing, sweet, and pleasant drink, a
delicate expresso over some soft marshmallows. This sofa
combines and transpires those exact characteristics.
Rounded, organic shapes of the sofa, with such a delicious
and comfortable appeal of the upholstery. Soft as a
marshmallow and exciting as the expresso, this sofa is the
ultimate homage to comfort, appealing to the coziness and
warmth of the living room.
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Karlotta Sofa by Essential Home (Kasual collection)
 

With the Kasula collection Essential Home
presents us with a totally distinctive look,
different, modern and colerful are the vibe
that this Sofa transmits to us, this fun and ate
the same time luxuorious sofa certainly lights
up every divison that is placed on, so if you
aiming for bold, fun and get envolved with a
different prespective of luxury the Karlotta
Sofa is here.

 

Karim has always been interested in softening our physical
landscape and showing the world how a contemporary
world can be warm, human, and pleasurable. He highly
believes this philosophy translates well in the Karlotta sofa.
The golden base adds some luxury, while the pebble forms
provide some humor to the design.
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Sofas are a big part of our daily lives, they bring us
comfort joy or just a refined touch to our days, with this
list of some iconic Covet House Sofas the intention was
to show how versatile our brands are, either you are
looking for color, texture, shape or overall style Covet
House brings you an entire pallet of different styles, each
of them iconic in its own way, so feel free to explore all
we have to offer because this is just a little taste of the
iconic furniture our brands have to offer.
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO
LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA,
CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST,
FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. Inspiring and creating new trends. 

 
WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE

WORLD. 
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